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Accessibility

What We Are Working On

Fabrication Augmented Reality



Current 
Projects



sPrintr A Mobile 3D Printer and Design Pipeline

Motivation. To adapt physical 
environments for accessibility and 
customization

Research Questions. How can mobile 
fabrication expand access to accessible 
infrastructure? How can we design software 
that complements new mobile hardware to 
make an integrated workflow?

Summary. An integrated pipeline that 
allows for the in-situ design and fabrication of 
objects to adapt the environment to their 
individual needs.



https://docs.google.com/file/d/1Q7eWVgDIoUbNrD3e1qBuGvxqEECPL-YN/preview
https://docs.google.com/file/d/1uI_N63ZAOEWw2LEhM5R-G-6SU_xotGRA/preview


Project Sidewalk
How can we map and assess the 
accessibility of every sidewalk in 
the world using remote 
crowdsourcing and machine 
learning?

Large, ongoing research project: 
over 12 cities including Chicago, 
Seattle, Pittsburgh, Zurich, 
Amsterdam, and Mexico city

Over 1 million labels+validations 
collected



Project Sidewalk in Seattle



Sidewalk Equity A Pilot Study in Seattle Using 
Crowdsourced Sidewalk Assessment Data

Motivation. In light of sidewalks' importance 
as infrastructure, there has been growing interest 
in sidewalk-related disparities

Research Questions. How might we use 
crowdsourced sidewalk assessment data to 
examine sidewalk condition patterns in a city? 
How do sidewalk quality scores relate to 
neighborhood socioeconomic characteristics?

Summary. Crowdsourced sidewalk 
assessment data has the potential to be used for 
large-scale, cross-regional studies of sidewalk 
infrastructure, human mobility, and social equity.

AccessScore per Street AccessScore per Neighborhood



RASSAR A semi-automatic tool that help people 
conduct indoor accessibility auditing

Motivation: Safe and accessible home space is a fundamental human right. 
However, most people live in pre-existing spaces, which requires careful auditing 
and renovations to improve safety and accessibility. We want to help the general 
public improve indoor accessibility.

Research Questions: How can we enable easy indoor access/safety auditing 
with mobile devices. What are the key access/safety issues we can detect with 
indoor sensing. How to effectively guide people to detect and solve indoor 
access/safety issues.

Summary: A phone app that detects and locates access/safety issues in 
Augmented Reality, and provide fixing suggestions to user.

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1irMfv0SG0EY-WZaZ6gllWCrFXmWsyNMT/preview


AR Navigation An AR glasses platform for displaying accessible 
paths and validating labels in Project Sidewalk.

Motivation. With the expansion of sidewalk 
accessibility datasets, we need to design a 
navigation system that makes use of available data.

Research Questions. How can we suggest 
personalized routes to each individual with varying 
motor abilities? How can we validate inaccuracies in 
sidewalk datasets?

Summary. We aim to design an AR navigation 
system on the Hololens 2 that shows personalized 
paths and enables users to input whether a 
particular accessibility issue still exists or not.



How you can get 
involved

We are always looking for motivated, 
creative, and hard-working students to 
join ongoing research. 

If you are interested, please visit our 
website and apply online. 
 

https://makeabilitylab.cs.washington.edu/ 

https://goo.gl/forms/59lAm3CUuupiMhUt1
https://makeabilitylab.cs.washington.edu/

